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Civil enforcement is an important guarantee to realize the content of effective 
legal instruments. It is related to whether parties’ rights determined by trial organ, 
arbitral organ or any other authorized organs can be realized successfully as well 
as authority and dignity of the state laws can be well preserved. However, the 
enforcement of the court has long been confronted with such issues as hard to 
carry out and carry out in disorder. In terms of carrying out in disorder, one 
of the essential reasons is lack of effective supervision of state institutions from 
outside. As an outside supervision power, the procuratorial supervision power 
over civil enforcement is even more transparent and stronger than the internal 
supervision of the people’s court. In the civil judicial environment of our country, 
the procuratorial supervision institution over civil enforcement is the choice made 
according to the condition of our country and the choice with legitimate basis. 
The institution is necessary because it is conducive to the realizing legal justice, 
avoiding disorder in carrying out civil enforcement and improving overall quality 
of administrative judges. The institution is feasible as it has taken example by 
related laws of modern western countries, further integrated with legal environment 
of our country, made proactive and valuable practice and exploitation and 
gradually summarized experience. Currently, the procuratorial supervision over 
civil enforcement of our country includes illegal civil enforcement verdict, illegal 
civil enforcement basis, illegal civil enforcement measures, illegal civil 
enforcement activities and violation of laws of enforcement personnel, etc. The 
procuratorial supervision over civil enforcement can be launched upon the 
application by the related party or proactively launched by the procuratorial organ 
itself. Major forms of civil enforcement are procuratorial proposals, protests, 
notice on illegal acts, investigating enforcement personnel for suspect of duty 
crime, etc.Main measures of procuratorial supervision over civil enforcement 
include investigation and check and on-spot supervision. It is revealed from pilot 














are that related laws and regulations are principle-oriented and have poor 
operability; there have been few coordination and cooperation between the court 
and the procuratorate; the protests are still in predicament in terms of theory of 
law during civil enforcement; the procuratorial proposals are weak to supervise, 
etc. On perfection of procuratorial supervision institution over civil enforcement 
of our country, the author would like to suggest that on the basis of legislation, 
procuratorial supervision over civil enforcement shall have detailed provisions; 
for the cooperation between the court and the procuratorate, a system of joint 
conference shall be established and the procuratorial personnel shall be allowed 
to use computer system of the court; in order to avoid predicament arise from 
protests during the civil enforcement, procuratorial protest system shall be 
established; in order to avoid weak procuratorial proposals, an implementation 
and feedback system of procuratorial proposals shall be set up. 
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